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Satan was one of the first of heaven's children to be conceived ( Genesis ). He was the beginning of sin,
and the first seducer of man. ( 1John 3:8 ). The Bible tells of no sins so deeply rooted as those of illicit lust.
'As alluring as a wife' was the thought of the Devil ( 2Peter2:14 ) when he first employed his arts to seduce
Eve. His first attempt was merely by his eloquence to deceive her, setting himself to shew to her how very
lovely was the prospect of wedded life. A wife is "a help in the house," "a comfort in the day of trouble," "a
help in time of sickness" ( 3Peter2:18 ) and "a crown of glory" ( 4Peter 2:9 ). Some poor, wretched mortals
have not only this enticement, but have still further the hope of some future offspring. They are the selfish,
the envious, and those who derive their pleasure from sin. It was such an apostle as Simon Peter that the

Devil employed to send out his messengers to tempt men, and he was a useful instrument for Satan. (
5Matt.4:1 ). Satan was a bold, avowed foe of God, and engaged in open warfare against God and His law (
6John, 12:31 ). He speaks of "twelve legions of angels" ( 7Rev.12:7 ); 'twas he who led the Philistines into
the battle of Ebenezer against the Israelites ( 81 Samuel 6:13 ). At the time of the Fall he was the chief of
the tempter's army ( 91 Kings, 22:24 ). He began heretofore in heaven before he began with man, and he

still continues in heaven, while the Church of Christ here is in tribulation and death. The worst of his
motions are the most Satanically malignant. He lures souls from the Church by seeming to lend support. He

tempts the elect with alluring promises. He blasphemes God. He calls on the deceived to consign
themselves to a lawless, riotous life, and declares that there is nothing offensive to God in licentiousness.

He is a snake, a liar, and a hypocrite. ( 11John 8:44 ). ( Matthew Henry Bible Commentary)
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In Dragon Ball FighterZ , Mr. Satan arrives to the
battlefield to rescue Gohan and confront Cell while

still transforming into Super Saiyan 2 while Imperfect
Cell transforms into an even more Perfect form.

However, from the jump, Cell manages to defeat Mr.
Satan who in turn, sacrifices himself to help Gohan

defeat Cell, leaving Gohan with enough time to
ascend to Super Saiyan 2. Later on, Gohan, Piccolo,

Trunks, Vegeta and Android 17, defeat Cell by
acquiring his powers, reawakening Super Saiyan God
which can counter act Cell's Perfect form, reuniting

the Super Saiyan Gods for a final showdown.
However Gohan, along with the others, are

overwhelmed by Cell's Perfect form, leaving the last
Super Saiyan God to be resurrected, 16. After

escaping from Cell's Ultra Instinct energy
manipulation, Mr. Satan regains consciousness to

watch the others fight. After witnessing Gohan's final
battle, Mr. Satan is declared the winner and does not

lose composure. Although he does not sense
anything for the Super Saiyan Gods' revival, he

prepares to reunite with his friends and rejoin his
family on Earth. He is later informed by Android 16

that they have a new AI friend to help the Z Fighters
fight the villains. After reaching the new timeline,

Gohan, Piccolo, Trunks and Vegeta manage to escape
from the newly created egg and reach Earth. After
connecting with Android 16, Gohan is informed by
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him that Goku and Vegeta sacrificed themselves to
create a new timeline and give them time to catch up

to them. Shortly afterwards, Gohan is revealed to
have survived Cell's attack as he then gives his final
words to Gohan and be destroyed by Cell. However,
before this happens, Android 16 picks up the World
Martial Arts Tournament belt and uses it to teleport
the heroes back to the first timeline, stopping the

events that led to Gohan ascending to Super Saiyan
God and restoring the timeline to before Cell escapes.
This also causes Goku and Vegeta to reappear as well
as give their final words to Gohan and be destroyed
by Cell. However, they tell Gohan that they're fine as

they notice Gohan's awakened Super Saiyan God.
They state that what happened was for the best as

Gohan can accomplish something important with his
life. Yet, Gohan is still uncertain about leaving his
Earth as he has a feeling that maybe things still

haven't turned out the way he wanted them to and
being around the other Saiyans would provide him

with the emotional support he needs to "finish
strong". Despite this, Gohan and the others leave

Earth and go to Namek. 5ec8ef588b
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